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LA REVUE DU BARREAU CANADIEN [Vol . 62
French and English languages have evolved since 1866 . Many words in
common use at that time are no longer popular today.
In the future, the legislator, when amending the new Civil Code of
Quebec, will have to be more careful than in the past in order to avoid
inconsistencies and anachronisms . If there is a lesson to be learned from
this book, it is the need for a permanent Office of Revision of the Civil
Code or at least a periodic review of the provisions of the Code .
When the Civil Code of Lower Canada will be replaced entirely by the
Civil Code of Quebec, this work will stand as a monument to the past .
Today it is an invaluable work of "legal art" .'
J .-C. CASTEL*
Les Codes civils-The Civil Codes. A Critical Edition, Third Edition .
Edited by PAUL-A . CRÉPEAU with the collaboration of LOUISE LUs-
SIER . Montreal : Société québécoise d'information juridique . 1983 .
Pp . xlvi, 857 . ($17 .00)
This book, unlike The Civil Code 1866-1980 . An Historical and Critical
Edition' covers the articles presently in force in both the Civil Code of
Lower Canada' and the Civil Code of Quebec .3 In the Preface the editor
informs us that Quebec has twoCivil Codes because the wide range of the
reform proposed by the Office of Revision of the Civil Code4 makes it
necessary to spread the enactment of its various parts over a period of years .
Thus, one must cross from one Code to the other depending upon the
subject matter involved . Eventually the Civil Code ofQuebec will replace
the Civil Code of LowerCanada. This may take a long time as some of the
topics dealt with by the Office of Revision do not fall within provincial
jurisdiction under the Constitution of Canada.'
The texts of the Civil Code of Lower Canada have been drawn from
the historical and critical edition and the first cumulative supplement
5 A supplement to the work has now been published: see, Code Civil-Civil Code,
1866-1980, Supplèment-1980-1983-Supplement (1983) .
* J.-G . Castel, Q.C ., of Osgoode Hall Law School, York University, Toronto.
See preceding book review .
Z 1866 .
3 L. Q. 1980, c . 39, which came into force on April 2nd, 1981 .
4 Report on the Civil Code (1978), Vol . 1, Draft Civil Code, Vol . 11, Commentaries .
5 This explains why some provisions ofthe Civil Code of Quebec are not yet in force,




1980-1983. As for the texts ofthe articles ofthe CivilCode ofQuebec, they
are drawn from the Act to establish a new Civil Code and to reform family
law. 6 The book follows the same pattern as the historical and critical
edition of the Civil Code of 1866 and uses the same symbols to draw the
reader's attention to typographical or other errors which the two codes may
contain.
The present edition incorporates legislative modifications introduced
into theCodes tip to June 30th, 1983 . One of the newinteresting features of
this edition is the inclusion of acorrelation table betweenthe provisions of
the CivilCode of Quebec andthose ofthe French Civil Code which are also
the product of wide ranging reform .
The provisions . of the Codes are not followed by annotations with a
view to facilitating their understanding, interpretation and application but
we are informed that should this new edition find favour with the legal
profession, such annotations would be added to subsequent editions . Still
as it stands, the third edition should greatly facilitate thework of the legal
profession in Quebec .
J.-G . CASTEL*
The Modern Commonwealth . By SIR WILLIAM DALE . London : Butter-
. worths . 1983 . Pp . xxi, 329 ($82.50) .
As an idea, the Commonwealth is popularly associated with the person of
the monarch, the,quadriennial Games and the newsworthy biennial Leads
of Government meetings . However, as an institution, the Commonwealth
remains, in the realm of an enigma,. In recognition of this unfortunate
circumstance, Butterworths has begun a Commonwealth Law Series, of
which the first volume is Dale's The Modern Commonwealth .
The volume is rather evenly divided between the general text, and a
lengthy appended catalogue of descriptive synopses of the member coun-
tries .
The main text is subdivided into three parts, examining in turn the
historical foundations of theCommonwealth, its international organization
and; finally, a comparative' constitutional review of member states . Part
One reviews the evolution of government in member states from the
historical imperial prerogative, through dependent status to full .independ-
6 Supra, footnote 3 .
*J .-G . Castel, Q.C ., of Osgoodè Hall Law School, York University, Toronto .
